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ABSTRACT
The inner-product estimation is the base of many important tasks
in various big data scenarios, including measuring the similarity of
streams in data stream processing, estimating join size in the data-
base, and analyzing cosine similarity in various applications. Sketch,
as a class of probabilistic algorithms, is promising in inner-product
estimation. However, existing sketch solutions suffer from low ac-
curacy due to neglecting the high skewness of real data. In this
paper, we design a new sketch algorithm for accurate and unbiased
inner-product estimation, namely JoinSketch. To improve accu-
racy, JoinSketch consists of multiple components and records items
with different frequencies in different components. We theoretically
prove that JoinSketch is unbiased and has lower variance than the
well-known AGMS and Fast-AGMS sketch. The experimental re-
sults show that JoinSketch improves the accuracy of inner-product
by 10 times on average while maintaining a comparable throughput.
All code is open-sourced at Github [1].
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1 INTRODUCTION
In many big data scenarios, the data comes as a stream at high
speed. There is a growing interest in processing and analyzing
data streams in a single pass to offer statistic of the data stream,
including frequencies [2, 3], heavy hitters [4, 5], heavy changes
[6, 7], e.t.c. [8–11]. The inner-product of two data streams is an
important statistic for data stream analysis, which is defined as
the inner-product of their frequency vectors and the inner-product
is equal to the size of the join of two data streams (see details in
Section 2.1). We need to track the inner-product of two data streams
in many scenarios. First, in data stream scenarios, the inner-product
can be used to measure the similarity of two data streams, which is
important in network measurement and data mining applications.
For example, in data stream scenarios such as network flows in
routers and web clicks in servers, there is a need to track the inner-
product of different streams to help analyze the current running
situation of the network. Second, it is significant in database systems
to estimate the join size for the query optimizer[12–15]. In some
cases of database systems, we need to treat all attribute values from
a large table as a data stream[16] because the size of database tables
is too large that we can only process them in one pass. Third, the
cosine similarity of two data streams can be derived from the inner-
product and is helpful for some data analysis tasks. However, it is
impracticable and unnecessary to track the exact inner-product in

data stream scenarios because of the high time cost and space cost
to compute the exact statistic.

Researchers turn to probabilistic data structures for fast and accu-
rate inner-product estimation. However, designing an appropriate
algorithm is a great challenge because of the high speed and the
huge size of data streams. Meanwhile, unbiased estimation is re-
quired in some distributed scenarios because biased estimation will
lead to error accumulation and unbiased estimation is of theoretical
elegance. Hence, the ideal inner-product estimation algorithms are
supposed to meet three requirements. First, the algorithms have to
process the data in one pass, and the algorithms are supposed to be
very fast since the data stream comes at a rather high speed. Second,
the accuracy of inner-product estimation should be high enough
under small memory usage because the available memory in real
scenarios such as routers is very limited. Third, the estimation
provided by the algorithm is supposed to be unbiased.

Sketches are a class of hash-based probabilistic algorithms which
is appropriate for data stream processing. There are several works
focusing on sketch-based solutions for inner-product estimation,
including the AGMS sketch [17, 18], the Fast-AGMS sketch [19],
the Count-Min sketch [2], e.t.c. [20, 21].

The AGMS sketch [17, 18] uses a single counter to estimate
the item 1 frequency of a data stream. It increments/decrements
the counter with an equal probability when inserting an item. To
estimate the inner-product of two data streams, one can simply
multiply the AGMS sketch counters associated with the two data
streams. However, the AGMS sketch suffers from a big variance and
thus a high estimation error. To reduce the variance, researchers
use multiple counters and take the median number as the estima-
tion, at the cost of low throughput. Based on the AGMS sketch, the
Fast-AGMS sketch [19] uses multiple hash functions to locate the
counters to update, which significantly accelerates the insertion
operation. The Count-Min sketch consists of an array of counters
and is associated with multiple hash functions. It only increments
the hashed counters when inserting an item. The inner-product is
estimated by adding up the products of the corresponding coun-
ters of two Count-Min sketches. These algorithms are designed
as universal algorithms which are capable of the inner-product
estimation for data streams of various data distributions. However,
in the scenarios of real data, their accuracy is usually poor because
the real data often obeys unbalanced distribution. Real data usually
consists of a few frequent items and many infrequent items. Hash

1We use “item” to represent an element in a data stream. A data stream is made of
many items, and each item could appear more than once. For example, the item can be
a 5-tuple in network measurement or a value from a database table.
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collisions involving frequent items worsen the accuracy of inner-
product estimation a lot. The Skimmed sketch [20] and the Red
sketch [21] propose to estimate the inner-product by estimating the
inner-product of frequent items and infrequent items separately.
However, they require extensive computation to find frequent items
before estimating the inner-product and need to get all item IDs
in advance, which means these solutions are not one-pass and not
practical consequently.

We propose JoinSketch to provide accurate, fast, and unbiased
inner-product estimation for data streams. JoinSketch is based on
a key observation that the real data often obeys unbalanced dis-
tribution such as Zipf [22, 23]. To take advantage of the natural
characteristic of real data, we design JoinSketch to distinguish fre-
quent items from the whole data and record them separately from
infrequent items to improve accuracy.

Real data often obeys unbalanced distribution and is high-skewed
in many scenarios. Most data items are infrequent, while only a
few data items are very frequent. The mixture of frequent items
and infrequent items is the key resource of the estimation error
because the error of the inner-product estimation will be huge if
hash collisions, especially the ones between frequent items and
hash collisions between frequent items and infrequent items oc-
cur. The hash collisions can be classified into 3 types, (a) hash
collisions between frequent items, (b) hash collisions between
frequent items and infrequent items, and (c) hash collisions be-
tween infrequent items. Different types of hash collisions account
for the inner-product estimation error to different extents. We il-
lustrate how different types of hash collisions affect the inner-
product estimation in Figure 1. Let’s consider a data stream 𝐹

and it consists of 6 distinct items. The frequency vector of 𝐹 is
𝑓 = (𝑓1, 𝑓2, ..., 𝑓6) = (1000, 1000, 1, 1, 1, 1) where 𝑓𝑖 represents the
frequency of 𝑖-th item 𝑒𝑖 . We take the Count-Min sketch with 5
counters and one hash function as an example. For brevity and
convenience, we consider inner-product between 𝐹 and itself. The
true value of the inner-product is 𝐽 = 𝑓 ⊙ 𝑓 = 2, 000, 004. As shown
in Figure 1(a), type (a) hash collisions lead to a large error, frequent
items 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 are over-estimated by 1000, and the inner-product
is 𝐽𝑎 = 4, 000, 004, which is about two times as the true value. As
shown in fig. 1(b), type (b) hash collisions bring big error to the fre-
quency estimation of the infrequent item 𝑒4 because 𝑒4 is hashed to
the same counter as the frequent item 𝑒2. The estimated frequency
of 𝑒4 is 1001, which is 1000 times larger than its true frequency. The
inner-product estimation is 𝐽𝑏 = 2, 002, 004. Figure 1(c) is an ideal
situation where there is only a type (c) hash collision between two
infrequent items 𝑒3 and 𝑒5. The estimated value of inner-product is
𝐽𝑐 = 2, 000, 006. Type (c) hash collisions lead to very small errors in
inner-product estimation, which is acceptable.

JoinSketch consists of three components: the frequent part, the
medium part and the infrequent part. The frequent part is a hash
table used to record frequent items accurately because the frequent
items are few yet important. The infrequent part is a Fast-AGMS
sketch used to record infrequent items. The infrequent part only
costs a small amount of memory since the frequency of items in in-
frequent part is so low that we can use small counters in infrequent
part. For example, we can use only 8-bit counters in the infrequent

part. The medium part is the key component of JoinSketch. It distin-
guishes frequent items on the basis of item frequency. JoinSketch
firstly inserts an item to the medium part temporarily. If it grows
up to exceed a predefined threshold 𝑇 , it will be recorded in the
frequent part as a frequent item. Otherwise, it is likely to be elim-
inated to the infrequent part as an infrequent item if there is no
room for new-come items in the medium part.

JoinSketch stores items separately in three components. For
every component of JoinSketch, we query the estimation of par-
tial inner-product between it and every component of another
JoinSketch which is constructed from another data stream. Thus,
the inner-product can be derived from nine pieces (see details in
Section 3.3). It is notable that the frequent part and the medium
part record the frequency with no error. The infrequent part is a
Fast-AGMS sketch and provides unbiased inner-product estimation.
Combining the above two characteristics, it can be proved that
JoinSketch provides unbiased inner-product estimation (see details
in Section 4.1).

The advantages of JoinSketch over existing solutions are twofold.
On the one hand, by separating frequent items and infrequent items,
we improve the accuracy by reducing hash collisions. To be spe-
cific, we totally eliminate type (a) hash collisions and type (b) hash
collisions because frequent items are recorded in the frequent part.
On the other hand, since the frequencies of items in the infrequent
part are small, we can use smaller counters than existing sketches,
which means more counters under the same memory usage. More
counters lead to fewer type (c) hash collisions between infrequent
items. To sum up, JoinSketch improves accuracy by reducing all of
the 3 types of hash collisions simultaneously.

The experimental results show that JoinSketch maintains un-
biasedness, and the error is 10 times on average smaller than the
state-of-the-art on high-skewed datasets. Even on datasets with lit-
tle skewness, JoinSketch can still do better than existing algorithms.
All code is open-sourced at Github [1].
Key Contributions:
• We propose JoinSketch based on separating frequent items and
infrequent items to the accuracy of the inner-product estimation.
• We theoretically prove that the estimation given by JoinSketch
is unbiased. And we give a mathematical analysis of the variance
of the estimation.
• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance
of JoinSketch on various synthetic and real-world datasets. The
results show that on high-skewed datasets, the error of JoinSketch
is 10 times on average smaller than the state-of-the-art.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we first present the definition of the inner-product
estimation, then introduce the well-known AGMS and Fast-AGMS
sketch, which are the basis of our JoinSketch.

2.1 Problem Definition
Let 𝐹 be a data stream with 𝑆 items and 𝐺 be another data stream.
We use 𝑒𝑖 to represent a data item in a data stream. Assume 𝐷

is the domain of all items. |𝐷 | = 𝑁 and 𝐷 = {𝑒𝛽1 , ..., 𝑒𝛽𝑖 , ..., 𝑒𝛽𝑁 }.
𝐹 = [𝑒1, ..., 𝑒𝑖 , ..., 𝑒𝑆 ], where each item 𝑒𝑖 belongs to 𝐷 . Note that
items in 𝐷 are distinct, and items in 𝐹 or 𝐺 may not be. For the
data stream 𝐹 , we define the frequency vector 𝑓 = (𝑓1, ..., 𝑓𝑖 , ..., 𝑓𝑁 )
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𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏:1𝐾𝐾 𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐:1𝐾𝐾 𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑: 1

𝒆𝒆𝟒𝟒: 1 𝒆𝒆𝟔𝟔: 1𝒆𝒆𝟓𝟓: 1

2𝐾𝐾 1 1 1 1

(a) Hash collisions between frequent items lead to great
error.

𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏:1𝐾𝐾 𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐:1𝐾𝐾 𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑: 1

𝒆𝒆𝟒𝟒: 1 𝒆𝒆𝟔𝟔: 1𝒆𝒆𝟓𝟓: 1

1𝐾𝐾 1 1 11001

(b) Hash collisions between frequent items and infre-
quent items lead to relatively big error.

𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏:1𝐾𝐾 𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐:1𝐾𝐾 𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑: 1

𝒆𝒆𝟒𝟒: 1 𝒆𝒆𝟔𝟔: 1𝒆𝒆𝟓𝟓: 1

1𝐾𝐾 1𝐾𝐾 2 1 1

(c) Hash collisions between infrequent items lead to
small error, which is acceptable.

Figure 1: Types of Hash Collisions.

where 𝑓𝑖 represents the frequency of the item 𝑒𝛽𝑖 . Similarly, we
have the frequency vector of 𝐺 , and 𝑔 = (𝑔1, ..., 𝑔𝑖 , ..., 𝑔𝑁 ). The
inner-product of two data streams 𝐹 and 𝐺 is defined as

𝐽 = 𝑓 ⊙ 𝑔 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑖 · 𝑔𝑖 . (1)

Join predicate between 𝐹 and 𝐺 outputs all tuples (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗 ) where
𝑒𝑖 = 𝑒 𝑗 and 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝐹, 𝑒 𝑗 ∈ 𝐺 . The inner-product is equivalent to the
join size.

2.2 Sketch-Based Inner-product Estimation
Sketches are a variety of probabilistic data structures to approximate
some statistical characteristics of big data. Sketch algorithms are
widely used in big data scenarios, especially in high-speed data
stream processing and analyzing. The AGMS sketch[17, 18] and
Fast-AGMS sketch [19] are typical sketch algorithms for the task
of inner-product estimation.

2.2.1 AGMS Sketches. The AGMS sketch [17, 18] is the first sketch-
based algorithm for inner-product estimation. An AGMS sketch
consists of only a single counter 𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 ) that summarizes all of the
frequency information of a data stream. The AGMS sketch is as-
sociated with b , a family of {+1,−1} random variables and 4-wise
independent. For every item 𝑒𝑖 in data stream 𝐹 = [𝑒1, 𝑒2, ..., 𝑒𝑆 ],
the AGMS sketch first calculates b (𝑒𝑖 ) and then add it to its single
counter. The sketch counter 𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 ) can be calculated as follows:

𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 ) =
∑︁
𝑒𝑖 ∈𝐹

b (𝑒𝑖 ) . (2)

The standard technique to estimate the inner-product is to con-
struct AGMS sketches for data streams 𝐹 and𝐺 , respectively, with
the same random function b . The inner-product of data stream 𝐹

and 𝐺 can be estimated as:

𝐽 = 𝐸𝑠𝑡 (𝐽 ) = 𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 ) × 𝑠𝑘 (𝐺) . (3)

The estimator suffers from a big variance. Thus, it is required to
use multiple independent single AGMS sketches to improve accu-
racy by taking the median or average of these sketches. However,
such technique leads to poor throughput and thus is impractical.

2.2.2 Fast-AGMS Sketches. A Fast-AGMS sketch [19] consists of
an array of𝑚 counters. Besides the random function b , the Fast-
AGMS sketch has a hash function ℎ, which is used to hash an
item to a random counter. For item 𝑒𝑖 in data stream 𝐹 , the Fast-
AGMS sketch first calculates ℎ(𝑒𝑖 ) and updates the ℎ(𝑒𝑖 )%𝑚-th
counter (denoted as 𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 ) [ℎ(𝑒𝑖 )%𝑚]) by adding b (𝑒𝑖 ). The Fast-
AGMS sketch is capable to estimate the frequency of 𝑒𝑖 by the
product 𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 ) [ℎ(𝑒𝑖 )%𝑚] × b (𝑒𝑖 ). The hash function ℎ helps reduce

the number of counters to be updated when inserting a new item.
Compared with the AGMS sketch, under the same space usage, the
Fast-AGMS sketch has the same variance as the AGMS sketch but
lower update and query time complexity.

As for inner-product estimation, the Fast-AGMS sketches for data
streams 𝐹 and 𝐺 are constructed in advance with the same hash
function ℎ and random function b . The inner-product estimation is
the summation of the product of corresponding counters of the two
Fast-AGMS sketches. In other words, if we view the Fast-AGMS
sketch as a column vector, the estimation can be written as:

𝐽 = 𝐸𝑠𝑡 (𝐽 ) =
𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 ) [𝑖] × 𝑠𝑘 (𝐺) [𝑖] =
−−−−→
𝑠𝑘 (𝐹 )T ·

−−−−→
𝑠𝑘 (𝐺) . (4)

The Fast-AGMS sketch also suffers from hash collisions. If two or
more items with high frequency are hashed into the same counter,
the accuracy of the inner-product estimation will be poor. In prac-
tice, researchers usually use the median estimation of multiple
Fast-AGMS sketches to improve accuracy.

3 JOINSKETCH
In this section, we first present the rationale of JoinSketch. Then
we describe the data structure and operations of JoinSketch. After
that, we show how JoinSketch estimates the inner-product of two
data streams. Finally, we present some optimization techniques for
JoinSketch. We list the symbols used frequently in this paper in
Table 1.

Table 1: Symbols Frequently Used in This Paper.
Symbols Meaning

𝐹,𝐺 a data stream
𝑓 , 𝑔 a frequency vector
𝐷 the domain of items and 𝐷 = {𝑒𝛽1 , 𝑒𝛽2 , ..., 𝑒𝛽𝑁 }
𝑁 the cardinality of 𝐷 and 𝑁 = |𝐷 |
𝑓𝑖 the frequency of 𝑖-th item 𝑒𝛽𝑖
𝑇 a predefined threshold for frequent items
𝐽 the inner-product of 𝐹 and 𝐺
𝐽 the estimated inner-product of 𝐹 and 𝐺

𝑀𝑃 [𝑖] the 𝑖𝑡ℎ bucket in the medium part
𝐵 [𝑖] [𝑒] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 the counter of item 𝑒 if 𝑒 exists in 𝐵 [𝑖]

𝐻 (.) the hash function used in the frequent part
𝐻𝑚 (.) the hash function used in the medium part
ℎ𝑖 (.) the 𝑖𝑡ℎ hash function in the infrequent part
b𝑖 (.) the 𝑖𝑡ℎ random function in the infrequent part
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𝒉𝒉𝟏𝟏(𝒆𝒆)

𝒉𝒉𝟐𝟐(𝒆𝒆)

𝒉𝒉𝟑𝟑(𝒆𝒆)

Infrequent Part

Frequent Part

𝑯𝑯(𝒆𝒆)

Frequent
item

Infrequent
item

Medium Part
(𝒆𝒆𝟗𝟗,𝟏𝟏)

(𝒆𝒆𝟕𝟕,𝟐𝟐) (𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐,𝟗𝟗 + 𝟏𝟏)

(𝒆𝒆𝟔𝟔,𝟑𝟑) 𝒆𝒆𝟒𝟒,𝟏𝟏

… …

(𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 + 𝟏𝟏)

(𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏,𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐) (𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐,𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐)

(𝒆𝒆𝟖𝟖,𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐)

… …

𝒆𝒆𝟒𝟒

𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐

𝟐𝟐 −𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 … 𝟗𝟗 𝟐𝟐

−𝟐𝟐 𝟐𝟐 𝟕𝟕 … 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝟐𝟐

𝟐𝟐 𝟑𝟑 −𝟑𝟑 … 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏

𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏

(𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑,𝟏𝟏)

Clear!

𝒆𝒆𝟑𝟑 𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐
𝑯𝑯𝒎𝒎(𝒆𝒆)

Figure 2: Data Structure of JoinSketch.

3.1 Rationale of JoinSketch
The key idea of JoinSketch is to distinguish frequent items and
infrequent items from mixed data to improve the accuracy of inner-
product estimation. JoinSketch consists of three components: the
infrequent part, the frequent part, and the medium part. The infre-
quent part is a Fast-AGMS sketch used to record infrequent items.
The frequent part is a hash table used to record frequent items. The
medium part is the key component of JoinSketch, which separates
items based on their frequency. It is used to distinguish frequent
items from all data items. We organize these three components as
shown in Figure 2. When inserting an item, JoinSketch first accu-
mulates it in the medium part. If the frequency of an item grows
big enough and exceeds a predefined threshold 𝑇 , it is supposed to
be a frequent item and be stored in the frequent part. Otherwise, it
is supposed to be stored in the medium part or the infrequent part
if there is no room for new-come items in the medium part.

3.2 Data Structure and Operations
3.2.1 Data Structure. As shown in Figure 2, the data structure of
JoinSketch consists of three components, including the frequent
part, the medium part and the infrequent part from top to bottom.
Frequent part: The frequent part 𝐹𝑃 is a hash table of 𝑘 buckets
and is associated with a hash function 𝐻 (.). Each bucket of the
frequent part consists of 𝑐 entries. Each entry stores an item and
its current frequency.
Infrequent part: The infrequent part 𝐼𝐹𝑃 is a Fast-AGMS sketch.
Specifically, the infrequent part consists of 𝑑 arrays (𝐼𝐹𝑃1,𝐼𝐹𝑃2,· · · ,
𝐼𝐹𝑃𝑑 ). Each array consists of𝑤 counters and is associated with a
hash function ℎ𝑖 (.) and a random function b𝑖 (.).
Medium part: The medium part 𝑀𝑃 is the key component of
JoinSketch. As shown in Figure 2, the data structure of the medium
part is an array of 𝑙 buckets, and each bucket includes𝑚 entries.
Each entry is composed of an item and a counter. The medium part
is associated with a hash function 𝐻𝑚 (.).

3.2.2 Operations. JoinSketch supports two operations: inserting
an item and looking up the frequency of an item.

Algorithm 1: Insertion of medium part.
Input: Item 𝑒

1 ℎ ← 𝐻𝑚 (𝑒)
2 if 𝑒 ∈ 𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] then
3 𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑒] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑒] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 1
4 if 𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑒] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 < 𝑇 then
5 return

6 else
7 insert ⟨𝑒,𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑒] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⟩ to 𝐹𝑃

8 clear𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑒]
9 return

10 else if 𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] is not full then
11 insert ⟨𝑒, 1⟩ to an empty entry of𝑀𝑃 [ℎ]
12 return

13 else
14 𝑦 ← 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑦 (𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑦] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 )
15 insert ⟨𝑦,𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑦] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⟩ to 𝐼𝐹𝑃
16 claer𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] [𝑦] and insert ⟨𝑒, 1⟩ to𝑀𝑃 [ℎ]
17 return

Insertion: When an item 𝑒 is inserted, JoinSketch first checks
whether it is stored in the frequent part. If so, we simply incre-
ment its counter in the frequent part. Otherwise, the item will be
inserted into the medium part. The medium part hashes 𝑒 to bucket
𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] using an associated hash function 𝐻𝑚 (.), where ℎ = 𝐻𝑚 (𝑒).
There are three different cases according to whether bucket𝑀𝑃 [ℎ]
contains item 𝑒 . The pseudo-code is shown in algorithm 1.
Case 1 (line 2-9): If bucket𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] contains item 𝑒 , the counter of
item 𝑒 will be increased by 1. Then we check the updated counter.
If the updated frequency of item 𝑒 is less than threshold 𝑇 , the
insertion ends. Otherwise, we insert 𝑒 into the frequent part with
current frequency and remove it from the medium part.
Case 2 (line 10-12): If bucket 𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] does not contain item 𝑒 but
there exists at least one empty entry, we insert item 𝑒 into an empty
entry of bucket𝑀𝑃 [ℎ].
Case 3 (line 13-17): If bucket 𝑀𝑃 [ℎ] does not contain item 𝑒 and
it is full, we need to evict an entry to make room for item 𝑒 . We
select the smallest item 𝑦 in bucket𝑀𝑃 [ℎ]. Item 𝑦 is believed to be
an infrequent item, and is then inserted into the infrequent part.

Example I: As shown in Figure 2, the frequent part and the
medium part of JoinSketch consist of multiple buckets. Each bucket
consist of 2 entries. The infrequent part is a Fast-AGMS sketch with
three arrays. The threshold of frequent item𝑇 = 10. When inserting
item 𝑒1 to JoinSketch, we first check whether 𝑒1 is in the frequent
part: we compute hash function 𝐻 (𝑒1) to locate the 2𝑛𝑑 bucket in
the frequent part. Since 𝑒1 is in the bucket, we simply increment
the counter by 1 to 16.

Example II:When inserting item 𝑒2 to JoinSketch, 𝑒2 is not in the
frequent part. Therefore, we insert it to the medium part: we com-
pute hash function ℎ𝑚 (𝑒2) to locate the 2𝑛𝑑 bucket in the medium
part. 𝑒2 is in the bucket, therefore, we increment the corresponding
counter by 1 to 10. After that, we compare the counter with the
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threshold 𝑇 . 10 ⩾ 𝑇 , therefore, we insert 𝑒2 with frequency 10 to
the frequent part, and remove it from the medium part.

Example III:When inserting item 𝑒3 to JoinSketch, 𝑒3 is not in the
frequent part. Therefore, we insert it to the medium part: we locate
it to the 3𝑟𝑑 bucket. The bucket is full, therefore, we remove the
least frequent item 𝑒4 from the bucket, and insert it to the infrequent
part. Finally, we insert 𝑒3 with frequency 1 to the bucket.
Discussion on the data structure: Our solution is a 3-part design.
According to reviewer comments, we can combine the frequent part
andmedium part into one, and get a 2-part design. Indeed, the 2-part
design is simple and easy to deploy. 3-part design is a little more
complicated but fine-grained. The frequent part is supposed to store
items with larger frequency than the medium part. Meanwhile, we
use bigger counters in the frequent part and smaller counters in the
medium part, which can further savememory usage. In section 3.4.3,
we present an optimization technique using fingerprints, which
can also benefit from the 3-part design.

Algorithm 2: Lookup of JoinSketch
Input: Item 𝑒

Output: The frequency estimation of item 𝑒

1 𝑟𝑒𝑡 ← 0
2 if 𝑒 ∈ 𝐹𝑃 [𝐻 (𝑒)] then
3 𝑟𝑒𝑡+ = 𝐹𝑃 [𝑒] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
4 else if 𝑒 ∈ 𝑀𝑃 [𝐻𝑚 (𝑒)] then
5 𝑟𝑒𝑡+ = 𝑀𝑃 [𝐻𝑚 (𝑒)] [𝑒] .𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
6 for 𝑖 = 1→ 𝑑 do
7 𝑆 [𝑖] ← 𝐼𝐹𝑃𝑖 [ℎ𝑖 (𝑒)] × b𝑖 (𝑒)
8 𝑟𝑒𝑡+ =𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛1≤𝑖≤𝑑 (𝑆 [𝑖])
9 return 𝑟𝑒𝑡

Lookup (frequency estimation): Besides the inner-product es-
timation (see details in Section 3.3), one can use JoinSketch to
estimate an item’s frequency. The pseudo-code for lookup oper-
ation is shown in Algorithm 2. JoinSketch initialize 𝑟𝑒𝑡 with 0 in
the beginning (line 1). To look up the frequency of an item 𝑒 , JoinS-
ketch first checks whether item 𝑒 exists in the frequent part or the
medium part (line 2-5). If so, add the corresponding counter’s value
to 𝑟𝑒𝑡 . Afterwards, JoinSketch will look up 𝑒 in the infrequent part.
The Infrequent part is associated with 𝑑 hash functions. JoinSketch
locates these 𝑑 hashed counters and then adds the median value of
the counters to 𝑟𝑒𝑡 (line 6-8). JoinSketch returns 𝑟𝑒𝑡 as the frequency
estimation of item 𝑒 .
Discussion on Lookup: Note that we always query the infrequent
part for frequency estimation. The reason is as follows. For an
arbitrary item 𝑒 , 1) if it does not exist in the frequent part or the
medium part, we can tell that all of its instances are recorded in the
infrequent part. In this case, JoinSketch only needs to look up its
frequency in the infrequent part. 2) If 𝑒 exists in the frequent part or
the medium part, however, we are faced with a more complicated
situation. The counter value will be the partial frequency of 𝑒 if
some instances of 𝑒 have been evicted to the infrequent part before
it grows into a frequent item. 2.1) If JoinSketch never evicts 𝑒 into
infrequent part, the counter value should be the true value of 𝑒’s
frequency. 2.2) Otherwise, it is a under estimation. Because we

do not use additional flag to indicate whether the above eviction
occurs to keep the data structure concise, we choose to always look
up the infrequent part to obtain unbiased frequency estimation. In
addition, it is also feasible to only return the counter value as the
estimated frequency and we compare the accuracy of these two
methods in Section 6.
Discussion on frequency estimation and inner-product esti-
mation: Indeed, JoinSketch is a frequency sketch that does inner-
product estimation. Using current evaluation metrics, nevertheless,
we observe that accurate frequency estimation does not always lead
to accurate inner-product estimation. Prior work usually evaluates
the performance of sketch algorithms using metrics of AAE (abso-
lute average error) and ARE (average relative error). Unfortunately,
these metrics can not reflect the accuracy for inner-product estima-
tion of sketches. An example is as follows. Consider we have two
data streams 𝐹 and𝐺 in which there are two items 𝑒1 and 𝑒2. The fre-
quency vectors of 𝐹 and 𝐺 are 𝑓 = (10000, 10) and 𝑔 = (10001, 11),
respectively. Assume the sketch gives an error-free estimation𝑔 = 𝑔

while the estimation of 𝑓 is not error-free.
• Example I: Consider two cases and the frequency estimation is
𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒1 = (11000, 11), 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒2 = (10001, 1010). The AAE of both the
cases is 1000+1

10000+10 . The inner-product estimation is 𝐽 = 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒1⊙𝑔 =

110, 011, 121 for case 1 and 𝐽 = 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒2⊙𝑔 = 100, 031, 111 for case 2.
The same AAE for frequency estimation leads to inner-product
estimation in sharp contrast.
• Example II: Consider two cases and the frequency estimation is
𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒1 = (11000, 11), 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒2 = (10000, 12). The ARE of both the
cases is 10%. The inner-product estimation is 𝐽 = 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒1 ⊙ 𝑔 =

110, 011, 121 for case 1 and 𝐽 = 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒2⊙𝑔 = 100, 010, 132 for case 2.
The same ARE for frequency estimation leads to inner-product
estimation in sharp contrast.

The above example shows that accurate frequency estimation does
not indicate the accurate inner-product estimation. It is still an open
question to design new appropriate metrics. We get an insight that
we need to obtain a higher accuracy for frequent items than infre-
quent items, which motivates us to separate frequent items from
infrequent items. JoinSketch is proposed based on the separation
of items.

3.3 Inner-product Estimation
Given two data streams 𝐹 and 𝐺 , we first construct JoinSketch for
them, i.e., we insert all items in 𝐹 and 𝐺 into JoinSketch respec-
tively. We name them 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐹 and 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐺 . As shown in
Figure 2, items are stored in the frequent part, the medium part
and the infrequent part. Thus, the inner-product estimation can be
obtained by adding up the inner-product of nine pieces, including
(1) frequent-frequent, (2) frequent-medium, (3) frequent-infrequent,
(4) medium-frequent, (5) medium-medium, (6) medium-infrequent,
(7) infrequent-frequent, (8) infrequent-medium, and (9) infrequent-
infrequent.

Formally, we define frequent vector 𝑓𝐹 = (𝑓𝐹1, 𝑓𝐹2, ..., 𝑓𝐹𝑁 )where
𝑓𝐹𝑖 ≥ 𝑇 for 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑁 , medium vector 𝑓𝑀 = (𝑓𝑀1, 𝑓𝑀2, ..., 𝑓𝑀𝑁 )
where 𝑓𝑀𝑖 < 𝑇 and infrequent vector 𝑓𝐼 = (𝑓𝐼1, 𝑓𝐼2, ..., 𝑓𝐼𝑁 ). Let the
frequent vector 𝑓𝐹 be the partial frequency vector of what has been
recorded in the frequent part. Let the medium vector 𝑓𝑀 be the
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partial frequency vector of what has been recorded in the medium
part. Note that the 𝑓𝐹 is not the frequency vector of the frequent
items, but represents the frequency vector of the instances recorded
in the frequent part. For example, if an item 𝑒𝛽𝑖 is never evicted to
the infrequent part before it grows to be a frequent item, 𝑓𝐹𝑖 will
be the true value of the frequency of 𝑒𝛽𝑖 . We have 𝑓𝐹𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖 , 𝑓𝑀𝑖 = 0
and 𝑓𝐼𝑖 = 0. Once JoinSketch evicts 𝑒𝛽 𝑗

to the infrequent part, some
instances of this items are recorded in the infrequent part. In this
case, 𝑓𝐹 𝑗 < 𝑓𝑗 and 𝑓𝐼 𝑗 > 0. Similarly, the 𝑓𝑀 is the frequency vector
of the instances which are recorded in the medium part. Since
an instance of any item is recorded in one and only one part of
JoinSketch, we have 𝑓 = 𝑓𝐹 + 𝑓𝑀 + 𝑓𝐼 and 𝑔 = 𝑔𝐹 + 𝑔𝑀 + 𝑔𝐼 . The
inner-product of 𝐹 and 𝐺 can be calculated by

𝐽 = 𝑓 ⊙ 𝑔 = (𝑓𝐹 + 𝑓𝑀 + 𝑓𝐼 ) ⊙ (𝑔𝐹 + 𝑔𝑀 + 𝑔𝐼 )
= 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑔𝐹 + 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑔𝑀 + 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼
+ 𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑔𝐹 + 𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑔𝑀 + 𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼
+ 𝑓𝐼 ⊙ 𝑔𝐹 + 𝑓𝐼 ⊙ 𝑔𝑀 + 𝑓𝐼 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼
= 𝐽𝐹𝐹 + 𝐽𝐹𝑀 + 𝐽𝐹𝐼 + 𝐽𝑀𝐹 + 𝐽𝑀𝑀 + 𝐽𝑀𝐼 + 𝐽𝐼𝐹 + 𝐽𝐼𝑀 + 𝐽𝐼 𝐼 .

(5)

These nine addends in Equation (5) correspond to the nine pieces
above. JoinSketch estimates the inner-product by estimating the
nine pieces respectively. For piece (1) 𝐽𝐹𝐹 , JoinSketch compares
every item recorded in the frequent part of 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐹 with the
one recorded in the frequent part of 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐺 . For the same
item, JoinSketch multiplies the corresponding counters and sum up
all products. We estimate (2) 𝐽𝐹𝑀 (4) 𝐽𝑀𝐹 (5) 𝐽𝑀𝑀 using the same
method. For piece (9) 𝐽𝐼 𝐼 , JoinSketch sums up all of the multiplica-
tions of corresponding counters of the infrequent part, which is the
same as the Fast-AGMS sketch. JoinSketch traverses the frequent
parts to estimate (3) 𝐽𝐹𝐼 and (7) 𝐽𝐼𝐹 . For each item in the frequent
part of 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐹 , we look up the estimated frequency of the
item in the infrequent part of 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐺 and then estimate (3)
𝐽𝐹𝐼 . Similarly, we traverse the frequent part of 𝐽𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐺 and
then get (7) 𝐽𝐼𝐹 . The same method is applied to estimate (6) 𝐽𝑀𝐼

and (8) 𝐽𝐼𝑀 . By adding the results of the above nine pieces, we get
the inner-product estimation of data stream 𝐹 and data stream 𝐺 .

3.4 Optimizations
3.4.1 Extension of Frequent Part. Ideally, the size of the frequent
part should match the number of frequent items. If the size of
frequent part is too small, a number of frequent items may be lost;
if the size of frequent part is too large, memory will be wasted.
Estimating the number of frequent items in advance is difficult,
so we decide to dynamically extend the size of the frequent part.
The method is borrowed from ElasticSketch [24]. If a bucket in
the frequent part is full, we copy the frequent part and merge the
frequent part and the copied one together as the new frequent part.
Suppose the old frequent part contains 𝑘 buckets. The new one
contains 2𝑘 buckets, and thus we change the hash function from
𝐻 (.)%𝑘 to 𝐻 (.)%(2𝑘). After the extension, half of the items should
be removed. The removal operation can be done incrementally.

3.4.2 Using SIMD Instructions. The medium part and the frequent
part consist of 𝑙 buckets and each bucket consists of 𝑚 entries.
When inserting an item, it is hashed into a bucket. Afterward,

we need to scan all entries in this bucket to determine whether
or not the item exists in this bucket, which is costly. To improve
insertion performance, we use SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple
Data) instructions to scan a specific hashed bucket [25, 26]. With
SIMD, we can scan and compare multiple entries with a single
instruction. In order to make JoinSketch compatible with SIMD, we
set the number of entries𝑚 = 4 or𝑚 = 8.

3.4.3 Fingerprint. We use fingerprints instead of the full item key
in order to save memory usage. The fingerprint of an item 𝑒 is a
fixed-length hash value of the item. For example, we can use a hash
function 𝐻𝑓 𝑝 to calculate the fingerprint and the fingerprint of 𝑒 is
𝐻𝑓 𝑝 (𝑒). We use the fingerprint to save memory footprint if the item
key is long. The usage of fingerprint, however, is likely to bring
about fingerprint collisions which would downgrade the accuracy
of inner-product estimation. Hence, we use longer fingerprints in
the frequent part to avoid fingerprint collisions as much as possible.
We set the length of fingerprint in the frequent part 𝐿𝐹 = 32. And
we set the length in the medium part 𝐿𝑀 = 22. The reason for
using 22-bit fingerprint is that in the experiment we find that 10-bit
counters is big enough for the medium part, and the remaining 22
bits of the 32-bit variable can be used as the fingerprint.

3.4.4 Picking the threshold 𝑇 . In terms of picking the threshold 𝑇 ,
one feasible method is to initialize 𝑇 with a moderate value and
adjust it according to the status of the frequent part. The initial
value of 𝑇 can be set according to the total number of items and
the estimated number of distinct items (if available). For example,
one can use the average frequency or a small portion of all items
as the initial value. JoinSketch checks the number of items in the
frequent part periodically. If the number of items in the frequent
part is small (e.g. ≤ 𝑟𝑧 · 𝑘𝑐 , 𝑟 is a constant, 𝑧 is the number of items
inserted to JoinSketch and 𝑘𝑐 is the total number of entries in the
frequent part), it suggests that the threshold 𝑇 is too high to find
the frequent items and JoinSketch will lower the threshold𝑇 . If the
frequent part is extended frequently, which indicates that many
items which are not so frequent are inserted to the frequent part,
JoinSketch will take a higher 𝑇 . In this way, JoinSketch will take a
proper threshold value to separate frequent and infrequent items.

3.5 Extension to Multi-Way Joins
To show how to extend JoinSketch to multi-way join size estimation,
we first introduce the concept of attributes. An item in data streams
may consist of several attributes. Let 𝑒𝑖 .𝐴 𝑗 be the attribute 𝐴 𝑗 of
the item 𝑒𝑖 , and let 𝐹 .𝐴 𝑗 be the attribute 𝐴 𝑗 of the data stream 𝐹 .
An example of multi-way join is like

𝐹 1 𝐺 1 𝐻 where 𝐹 .𝐴1 = 𝐺.𝐴1 ∧𝐺.𝐴2 = 𝐻.𝐴2 (6)

The typical work for multi-way joins is Compass [16], which uses
multi-dimensional Fast-AGMS sketches. Essentially, JoinSketch is
KV tables (the frequent part and the medium part) and a Fast-AGMS
sketch (the infrequent part). The infrequent part perfectly fits into
Compass. As for the KV tables, we modify them for multi-way
join as follows. We replace the item key in the frequent part and
the medium part with multiple item keys which are involved in
the join. For example, we record 𝐴1 for data stream 𝐹 , 𝐴2 for data
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stream 𝐻 , and both𝐴1 and𝐴2 for data stream𝐺 . We can obtain the
inner-product estimation in the same way as 2-way join.

4 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
4.1 Unbiasedness of JoinSketch

Theorem 1. The inner-product estimation of two data streams
given by the standard version of JoinSketch is unbiased.

Proof. Suppose 𝑓 and 𝑔 are frequency vectors of two data
streams 𝐹 and 𝐺 . 𝐽 is the inner-product estimation given by JoinS-
ketch and the true value of the inner-product is 𝐽 . According to
Section 3.3, the inner-product estimation is obtained by

𝐽 = ˆ𝐽𝐹𝐹 + ˆ𝐽𝐹𝑀 + ˆ𝐽𝐹𝐼 + ˆ𝐽𝑀𝐹 + ˆ𝐽𝑀𝑀 + ˆ𝐽𝑀𝐼 + ˆ𝐽𝐼𝐹 + ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑀 + ˆ𝐽𝐼 𝐼 . (7)

The frequent part and the medium part record a part of all instances
of an frequent itemwith no error according to their definition, hence
we have 𝑓𝐹 = 𝑓𝐹 , ˆ𝑓𝑀 = 𝑓𝑀 , 𝑔𝐹 = 𝑔𝐹 and ˆ𝑔𝑀 = 𝑔𝑀 . Therefore, we
have

ˆ𝐽𝐹𝐹 = 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑔𝐹 = 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑓𝐹 = 𝐽𝐹𝐹

ˆ𝐽𝐹𝑀 = 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ ˆ𝑔𝑀 = 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑓𝑀 = 𝐽𝐹𝑀

ˆ𝐽𝑀𝐹 = ˆ𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑔𝐹 = 𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑓𝐹 = 𝐽𝑀𝐹

ˆ𝐽𝑀𝑀 = ˆ𝑓𝑀 ⊙ ˆ𝑔𝑀 = 𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑓𝑀 = 𝐽𝑀𝑀 .

(8)

Further, note that
ˆ𝐽𝐹𝐼 = 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼 = 𝑓𝐹 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼
ˆ𝐽𝑀𝐼 =

ˆ𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼 = 𝑓𝑀 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼
ˆ𝐽𝐼𝐹 = 𝑓𝐼 ⊙ 𝑔𝐹 = 𝑓𝐼 ⊙ 𝑔𝐹
ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑀 = 𝑓𝐼 ⊙ ˆ𝑔𝑀 = 𝑓𝐼 ⊙ 𝑔𝑀 .

(9)

Fast-AGMS gives unbiased estimation for both item frequency and
inner-product. Therefore, E(𝑓𝐼 ) = 𝑓𝐼 , E(𝑔𝐼 ) = 𝑔𝐼 and E(𝐽𝐼 𝐼 ) = 𝐽𝐼 𝐼 .
Hence, the estimation for the remaining five pieces is unbiased as
well. We have that
E(𝐽 ) = E( ˆ𝐽𝐹𝐹 ) + E( ˆ𝐽𝐹𝑀 ) + E( ˆ𝐽𝐹𝐼 ) + E( ˆ𝐽𝑀𝐹 ) + E( ˆ𝐽𝑀𝑀 )

+ E( ˆ𝐽𝑀𝐼 ) + E( ˆ𝐽𝐼𝐹 ) + E( ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑀 ) + E( ˆ𝐽𝐼 𝐼 )
= 𝐽𝐹𝐹 + 𝐽𝐹𝑀 + 𝐽𝐹𝐼 + 𝐽𝑀𝐹 + 𝐽𝑀𝑀 + 𝐽𝑀𝐼 + 𝐽𝐼𝐹 + 𝐽𝐼𝑀 + 𝐽𝐼 𝐼
= 𝐽 .

(10)
Therefore, the estimation given by JoinSketch is unbiased. □

Analysis on optimizations:We present several optimization tech-
niques in Section 3.4. The extension of frequent part and using SIMD
instructions don’t affect the unbiasedness of the inner-product esti-
mation. The fingerprint, however, will affect the unbiasedness. We
analyze the issue on the fingerprint in Section 4.4.

4.2 Variance of JoinSketch
As mentioned in Section 4.1, JoinSketch provides unbiased estima-
tion of the inner-product. In this section, we prove the estimation
offered by JoinSketch is of less variance, and thus JoinSketch im-
proves estimation accuracy compared with prior arts. We start from
the variance of the estimation given by the Fast-AGMS sketch.

Lemma 2. Consider a Fast-AGMS sketch with 𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 counters. The
variance of the inner-product estimation (denoted as ˆ𝐽𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 ) is

𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 ] ≤ 2| |𝑓 | |22 | |𝑔| |
2
2/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 (11)

according to [27] where 𝑓 and𝑔 is the frequency vector of data streams
𝐹 and 𝐺 .

Theorem 3. The bound of the variance of inner-product estimation
𝐽 given by JoinSketch satisfies that

𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝐽 ] ≤
(
| |𝑓𝑈 | |22 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2 + ||𝑔𝑈 | |

2
2 | |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 + 2| |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2

)
/𝑛

where 𝑓𝑈 = 𝑓𝐹 + 𝑓𝑀 , 𝑔𝑈 = 𝑔𝐹 + 𝑔𝑀 and 𝑛 is the number of counters
in the infrequent part.

Proof. JoinSketch stores the data stream in three components.
Note that the frequent part and the medium part only store the part
of all instances of a frequent itemwith no error. We can consider the
two parts as a whole and thus obtain the inner-product estimation
provided by JoinSketch 𝐽 from

𝐽 = ˆ𝐽𝑈𝑈 + ˆ𝐽𝑈 𝐼 + ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑈 + ˆ𝐽𝐼 𝐼 (12)

where ˆ𝐽𝑈𝑈 = ˆ𝑓𝑈 ⊙ ˆ𝑔𝑈 and 𝑓𝑈 = 𝑓𝐹 + 𝑓𝑀 . Since the 𝑓𝐹 and 𝑓𝑀 are
independent from 𝑓𝐼 , the variance of 𝐽 consists of four parts.

𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝐽 ] = 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝑈𝑈 ] +𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝑈 𝐼 ] +𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑈 ] +𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝐼 𝐼 ] . (13)

Since there is no error in frequency vector 𝑓𝐹 and 𝑓𝑀 , ˆ𝐽𝑈𝑈 = 𝐽𝑈𝑈

and the variance of first part is
𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝑈𝑈 ] = 0. (14)

The variance of the second part ˆ𝐽𝑈 𝐼 can be derived based on the
variance of frequency estimation of the Fast-AGMS sketch. The
variance of frequency estimation of the Fast-AGMS sketch is

𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝑓𝑖 ] ≤ ||𝑓 | |22/𝑛 (15)
where 𝑓 is the frequency vector and 𝑛 is the number of counters in
the Fast-AGMS sketch. Combined with Equation (15)

𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝑈 𝐼 ] = 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝑓𝑈 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼 ]
= 𝑓𝑈 ⊙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝑔𝐼 ] ≤ ||𝑓𝑈 | |22 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2/𝑛.

(16)

The third part ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑈 is symmetric to the second part ˆ𝐽𝑈 𝐼 . The variance
of ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑈 is

𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑈 ] ≤ ||𝑔𝑈 | |22 | |𝑓𝐼 | |
2
2/𝑛. (17)

The fourth part ˆ𝐽𝐼 𝐼 is the estimation from the infrequent part which
is a Fast-AGMS sketch. The formula of the fourth part’s variance is
similar to Equation (11).

𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝐼 𝐼 ] ≤ 2| |𝑓𝐼 | |22 | |𝑔𝐼 | |
2
2/𝑛. (18)

Substituting the above results into Equation (13), the bound of
variance of the inner-product estimation given by JoinSketch is
𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝐽 ] =𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝑈𝑈 ] +𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝑈 𝐼 ] +𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝐼𝑈 ] +𝑉𝑎𝑟 [ ˆ𝐽𝐼 𝐼 ]

≤
(
| |𝑓𝑈 | |22 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2 + ||𝑔𝑈 | |

2
2 | |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 + 2| |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2

)
/𝑛

=𝐵.

(19)

□

Theorem 4. The bound of JoinSketch is less than the bound of
Fast-AGMS, i.e., 𝐵 ≤ 𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 if 𝑛 ≥ 𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡
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Proof. Since 𝑓𝑖 ≥ 0 and 𝑔𝑖 ≥ 0, we have

𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 =2| |𝑓 | |22 | |𝑔| |
2
2/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 2| |𝑓𝑈 + 𝑓𝐼 | |22 | |𝑔𝑈 + 𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡

=2( | |𝑓𝑈 | |22 + ||𝑓𝐼 | |
2
2 + 2𝑓𝑈 ⊙ 𝑓𝐼 ) ( | |𝑔𝑈 | |22 + ||𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2 + 2𝑔𝑈 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼 )/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡

=2( | |𝑓𝑈 | |22 | |𝑔𝑈 | |
2
2 + ||𝑓𝑈 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2 + ||𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝑈 | |

2
2 + ||𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2

+ 4𝑓𝑈 ⊙ 𝑓𝐼 𝑔𝑈 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼 + 2𝑓𝑈 ⊙ 𝑓𝐼 | |𝑔| |22 + 2𝑔𝑈 ⊙ 𝑔𝐼 | |𝑓 | |
2
2)/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡

=

(
| |𝑓𝑈 | |22 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2 + ||𝑔𝑈 | |

2
2 | |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 + 2| |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2

)
/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡

+ Rem/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡
(20)

where Rem stands for the word remain for brevity and Rem >(
| |𝑓𝑈 | |22 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2 + ||𝑔𝑈 | |

2
2 | |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 + 2| |𝑓𝑈 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝑈 | |

2
2
)
/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 .

𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡

𝐵
=

2| |𝑓 | |22 | |𝑔| |
2
2/𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡(

| |𝑓𝑈 | |22 | |𝑔𝐼 | |
2
2 + ||𝑔𝑈 | |

2
2 | |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 + 2| |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2

)
/𝑛

=
𝑛

𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡

(
1 + Rem
| |𝑓𝑈 | |21 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2 + ||𝑔𝑈 | |

2
1 | |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 + 2| |𝑓𝐼 | |

2
2 | |𝑔𝐼 | |

2
2

)
.

(21)
Assume that𝑛 ≥ 𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 , i.e., the number of counters in the infrequent
part of JoinSketch is equal or greater than the number of counters
in the Fast-AGMS. No matter how much memory the frequent
part and the medium part consumes, Rem > 0 holds. Therefore,
𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡/𝐵 > 1. The bound of JoinSketch is less than the bound of
Fast-AGMS, i.e., 𝐵 ≤ 𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 . □

As stated above, because the frequency of items stored in the
infrequent part is relatively low, we use small counters in the in-
frequent part. Under the same memory constraint, the assumption
𝑛 ≥ 𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 usually holds. We show that JoinSketch has a smaller
bound of the variance than Fast-AGMS. Note that 𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡/𝐵 may be
very big in some cases and it is highly related to how big | |𝑓𝑈 | |22 and
| |𝑔𝑈 | |22 are. Intuitively, the more skewed the data is, the bigger the
ratio 𝐵𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡/𝐵 is. It implies that JoinSketch is supposed to perform
much better when the data is high-skewed.

4.3 Effectiveness of Finding Frequent Items
In this section, we provide theoretical analysis on the effective-
ness of finding frequent items for JoinSketch. Every bucket in the
medium part is the same as each other, and every bucket is inde-
pendent of each other. We only analyze one bucket and the items
hashed to it. Assume that the number of entries in this bucket is
𝑀 . Before the formal analysis, we make assumptions about the
data stream to simplify the problem. Since the number of frequent
items is rather few compared to the number of all distinct items,
we assume the data stream hashed to the bucket contains only one
frequent item 𝑥 with frequency 𝑡 and all of the other items in this
data stream appear for one time. The data stream contains 𝑁 items
in total. We use 𝑥𝑖 to represent item 𝑥 that appears for the 𝑖-th
time. We use 𝑘𝑖 to represent the number of other items between 2
consecutive items 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖+1. W.L.O.G., we assume 𝑥0 is the first
item, and 𝑥𝑡 is the last item in this data sequence. Obviously, we
have 𝑘𝑖 ≥ 0 and

∑𝑡−1
𝑖=1 𝑘𝑖 + 𝑡 = 𝑁 .

Theorem 5. The probability of finding 𝑥 a frequent item is

P(𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) = 1 −
𝑡−1∏
𝑖=1

(
1 −

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖 )
. (22)

Proof. Since frequencies of items other than 𝑥 is 1, once the
frequency of 𝑥 in the medium part is equal or greater than 2, 𝑥 will
not be replaced anymore. It will grow bigger and bigger and the
medium part will find out it is a frequent item. When 𝑥1 comes,
it will be inserted into a random entry. Afterward, every item (𝑘1
items in total) before 𝑥2 will bring out a replacement of a random
entry. The probability of replacing 𝑥 is 1

𝑀
for every replacement.

So the probability of that 𝑥 is not replaced by other items until 𝑥2
is (1 − 1

𝑀
)𝑘1 . The probability of replacing 𝑥1 is 1 − (1 − 1

𝑀
)𝑘1 .

If 𝑥1 is replaced by other item before 𝑥2 comes, the medium
part can not distinguish item 𝑥 as a frequent item when 𝑥2 comes.
Instead, 𝑥2 will bring out a replacement and insert item 𝑥 with
frequency 1 into a random entry. The situation between 𝑥2 and 𝑥3
is the same as the situation between 𝑥1 and 𝑥2. The probability of
that 𝑥 is replaced by other items before 𝑥3 is 1 − (1 − 1

𝑀
)𝑘2 . When

𝑥3 comes, the probability for the medium part not to find out 𝑥 a
frequent item is (1 − (1 − 1

𝑀
)𝑘1 ) × (1 − (1 − 1

𝑀
)𝑘2 ). Similarly, the

probability for the medium part not to find out 𝑥 a frequent item
after the last item 𝑥𝑡 comes is

P(𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑙) =
𝑡−1∏
𝑖=1

(
1 −

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖 )
. (23)

Therefore, the probability of finding 𝑥 as a frequent item is

P(𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) = 1 − P(𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑙) = 1 −
𝑡−1∏
𝑖=1

(
1 −

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖 )
. (24)

□

Now we consider the error of the frequent part produced by the
medium part. Define 𝑡 is the frequency of 𝑥 recorded in the medium
part or the frequent part. The error 𝑒𝑟 = 𝑡 −𝑡 . Note that the frequent
part and the medium part never provide over estimation so that
𝑒𝑟 ≥ 0.

Theorem 6. E(𝑒𝑟 ) = ∑𝑡
𝑗=1 𝑗 ×

∏𝑗+1
𝑖=1

(
1 − (1 − 1

𝑀
)𝑘𝑖

)
.

Proof. After the frequency of 𝑥 grows to 2, the following item
𝑥 will not produce any error. If 𝑥𝑖 makes the frequency grow to 2,
the error 𝑒𝑟 = 𝑖 − 2. Therefore, we have P(𝑒𝑟 = 𝑗), 𝑗 = 0, ..., 𝑡 − 2

P(𝑒𝑟 = 𝑗) =
𝑗+1∏
𝑖=1

(
1 −

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖 )
. (25)

Hence, the expectation of 𝑒𝑟

E(𝑒𝑟 ) =
𝑡∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑗 × P (𝑒𝑟 = 𝑗) =
𝑡∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑗 ×
𝑗+1∏
𝑖=1

(
1 −

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖 )
. (26)

□

Theorem 7. If the frequency of item 𝑥 follows Poisson distribution

P( 𝑡
𝑁
), E(𝑒𝑟 ) =

(
ln 𝑀

𝑀−1 ·
𝑁
𝑡

)2
.
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Proof. If the frequency of item 𝑥 follows Poisson distribution
P( 𝑡

𝑁
), the interval 𝑘𝑖 between 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖+1 follows exponential dis-

tribution 𝐸 ( 𝑡
𝑁
). Therefore, we have 𝑘𝑖 ∼ 𝐸 (_) = 𝐸 ( 𝑡

𝑁
) and 𝑘𝑖 is

independent from 𝑘 𝑗 for ∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 .
Hence, we have

Z =E

(
1 −

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖 )
= 1 − E

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖
=1 −

∫ ∞

0

(
1 − 1

𝑀

)𝑘𝑖
_𝑒−_𝑘𝑖 d𝑘𝑖 =

ln𝑀 − ln(𝑀 − 1)
ln𝑀 − ln(𝑀 − 1) + 𝑡

𝑁

.

(27)

Since Z < 1, we have

E(𝑒𝑟 ) =
𝑡∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑗 × P(𝑒𝑟 = 𝑗) =
𝑡∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑗 × Z 𝑗+1

≈ Z 2

(1 − Z )2
=

(
ln 𝑀

𝑀 − 1 ·
𝑁

𝑡

)2
.

(28)

□

According to Equation (28), if the number of entries in a bucket
(𝑀) is bigger or the proportion of frequent items to all items is
bigger (𝑡/𝑁 ), E(𝑒𝑟 ) will be smaller.

4.4 Analysis on Fingerprint
The fingerprints in the medium part and the frequent part are used
to identify different items and reduce memory costs. However, fin-
gerprints bring about the problem of fingerprint collisions. If two
or more items, especially frequent items, have the same finger-
print, the accuracy of the estimation will be degraded a lot. In this
section, we analyze how fingerprints affect the accuracy of the
inner-product estimation. Consider a set of 𝑁 items.𝐴𝑖 denotes the
random event that there is no fingerprint collision among 𝑖 distinct
independent items.

Lemma 8. If the length of the fingerprint is 𝑙 , the probability of
fingerprint collision between two items is P(𝐴2) = 1 − 2𝑙

(2𝑙 )2 .

Theorem 9. The probability of no fingerprint collision between 𝑁

items is P(𝐴𝑁 ) =
∏𝑁

𝑖=1
(
2𝑙−𝑖

)
2𝑙𝑁 .

Proof. We derive P(𝐴𝑁 ) from the formula of conditional prob-
ability. We have

P(𝐴𝑁 ) = P(𝐴𝑁−1) × P (𝐴𝑁 |𝐴𝑁−1) = P(𝐴𝑁−1) ×
2𝑙 − 𝑁
2𝑙

=

∏𝑁
𝑖=1

(
2𝑙 − 𝑖

)
2𝑙𝑁

.

(29)

□

Table 2: The probability of no hash collision.

Probability 𝑁 = 4 𝑁 = 16 𝑁 = 64 𝑁 = 128
𝑙 = 16 1.5𝐸 − 04 2.0𝐸 − 03 3.1𝐸 − 02 1.2𝐸 − 01
𝑙 = 32 2.3𝐸 − 09 3.2𝐸 − 08 4.8𝐸 − 07 1.9𝐸 − 06

As shown in Table 2, the probability of fingerprint collisions is
rather small when the length of fingerprint 𝑙 = 32. If fingerprint

collisions occur, JoinSketch will regard two or more items as the
same item. In this case, the reported inner-product estimation is
expected to be slightly larger. Such an error is small and can be
much smaller when using more bits for the fingerprints.

5 APPLICATIONS
JoinSketch is proposed for accurate and fast inner-product esti-
mation in data stream scenarios. In Section 5.1, we describe the
applications of JoinSketch in data stream scenarios. JoinSketch
can be applied in more one-pass scenarios. In Section 5.2 and Sec-
tion 5.3, we discuss how to apply JoinSketch in one-pass scenarios
of database and cosine similarity.

5.1 Applications in Data Stream Processing
The inner-product of data streams is an important statistic for data
stream processing. For example, we need to analyze the correlation
between two data streams in many large-scale network measure-
ment systems. To be specific, tracking the join size of abnormal
traffic on several routers can help network administrators analyze
the current running status of the network system. If a link failure
happens, a practical network measurement system should be able
to allow us to locate the link failure as soon as possible. In the
scenario, the data stream processing is proposed to be real-time and
fast enough. JoinSketch is suitable for data streams’ inner-product
estimation. We can deploy JoinSketch in measurement nodes (e.g.,
IP routers). The function of JoinSketch is to provide key statistics of
data flows through the router and send the measurement result to
the controller node. The estimation of the inner-product will then
be used to analyze the real-time running status of the network.

5.2 Applications in Database
Inner-product estimation is an essential step in multi-way join.
Most systems perform multi-way join by binary join algorithms,
i.e., they iteratively select two tables and join them into intermediate
relations. However, a poor join plan may lead to a large volume
of intermediate relations and result in high computation overhead.
Therefore, many existing solutions [16, 20, 28, 29] present to use
sketches to estimate join size in advance and avoid poor plans.
JoinSketch supports join size estimation. Given two tables and join
predicates, we build a JoinSketch for each table. Then, we estimate
the inner-product of the two tables as the join size.

5.3 Applications in Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity is a key metric in many fields of data science,
including data mining, natural language processing, recommenda-
tion systems and so on. Cosine similarity computation, however,
is often the bottleneck in some applications with massive volumes
of data. Fortunately, it is acceptable to use the estimated cosine
similarity instead of the true value in some cases. For example,
researchers propose to estimate cosine similarity of data streams
using the AGMS sketch in [30].

JoinSketch can be also applied to estimate the cosine similarity
in data stream scenarios. To be specific, cosine similarity can be
derived from inner-product as shown below:

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝐹,𝐺) = 𝑓 ⊙ 𝑔√︁
(𝑓 ⊙ 𝑓 ) (𝑔 ⊙ 𝑔)

. (30)
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After constructing JoinSketch for 𝐹 and 𝐺 , we can derive cosine
similarity using three inner-product estimations.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide experimental results of JoinSketch. We
present experimental setup in Section 6.1. First, data stream sce-
narios are the main and the most critical scenarios of JoinSketch.
We show the performance of JoinSketch in data stream scenarios
compared with prior arts. Second, we demonstrate a few properties
of JoinSketch itself through experiments, including stability and
throughput. Third, we show the performance of JoinSketch in find-
ing frequent items and frequency estimation. Finally, we analyze
the influence of parameters and give recommended settings. We
show that JoinSketch has an advantage over existing algorithms
when the data is skewed and the memory is limited.

6.1 Experimental Setup
6.1.1 Datasets.
1) CAIDA dataset: CAIDA Anonymized Internet Trace [31] is a
data stream of anonymized IP trace collected in 2018. Each item is
identified by its source IP (4 bytes) and destination IP (4 bytes).
2) TPC-DS dataset: The TPC Benchmark™ DS (TPC-DS) [32]
is a decision support benchmark that models several generally
applicable aspects of a decision support system, including queries
and data maintenance. The benchmark provides a representative
evaluation of the System Under Test’s (SUT) performance as a
general-purpose decision support system.
3) MovieLens dataset: The MovieLens datasets [33] are widely
used in education, research, and industry. These datasets are a
product of member activity in the MovieLens movie recommen-
dation system, an active research platform that has hosted many
experiments since its launch in 1997.
4) Zipf datasets:Wegenerate synthetic datasets of Zipf distribution
with different parameters and every dataset contains 32,000,000
items in completely random order.
5) Zipf with shifting: Two Zipf datasets with the same distribution
will have frequent items with the same id. A shifting of 𝑘 means that
the 𝑖𝑡ℎ most frequent item in the original dataset is the (𝑖 +𝑘)%𝑁 𝑡ℎ

most frequent item in the shifted dataset, where 𝑁 is the number
of distinct items. We use a pair of Zipf dataset and shifted Zipf
dataset to evaluate the impact of different correlations. The larger
the shifting is, the less correlated the datasets are.
6) Zipf with different data arrival orders: In the scenarios of
traditional database systems, the physical layout of data is often
ordered, semi-ordered, or clustered, which leads to different data
arrival orders. We reshuffle the Zipf datasets to generate datasets
of different data arrival orders. We sort the items by their ID to
generate ordered datasets. We swap every item with one of the
100 items closest to it based on the ordered datasets to generate
clustered datasets. We swap every item with one of the 1000 items
closest to it based on the ordered datasets to generate semi-ordered
datasets.

6.1.2 Platform and implementation. We evaluate all algorithms
on a server with 18-core CPUs (36 threads, Intel CPU i9-10980XE
@3.00 GHz) with 128GB 3200MHz DDR4 memory and 24.75MB L3
cache. We implement all algorithms with C++ and build them with

g++ 7.5.0 (Ubuntu 7.5.0-6ubuntu2) and the -O3 option. The hash
functions we use are 32-bit Murmur Hash [34].
6.1.3 Metrics.
1) Absolute Error (AE): 1

Ψ

∑ ��𝐽 − 𝐽
��, where 𝐽 is the true value of

inner-product, 𝐽 is the estimated value, and Ψ is the number of
testing rounds.
2) Relative Error (RE): 1

Ψ

∑ ��𝐽 − 𝐽
�� /𝐽 .

3) Variance (Var): 1
Ψ

∑ (
𝐽 − 𝐽

)2
. We use variance to measure the

stability of the algorithm.
4) Throughput (Mops): Million operations per second.
5) Maximum Absolute Error and Minimum Absolute Error:
We use them to measure the algorithm’s best- and worst-case errors.
6) Precision Rate (PR): Reported top-𝑘

Reported items . We use the precision rate
to evaluate the ability to find frequent items.
7) Average Relative Error (ARE): 1

|K |
∑
𝑒𝛽𝑖 ∈K |𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖 −

ˆ𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖 |/𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖 ,
where 𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖

is the real frequency of item 𝑒𝛽𝑖 , 𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖 is the estimated
frequency of 𝑒𝛽𝑖 , and K is the query set.
8) Average Absolute Error (AAE): 1

|K |
∑
𝑒𝛽𝑖 ∈K |𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖 − 𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖 |, where

K, 𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖 and 𝑓𝑒𝛽𝑖
are the same as those defined in ARE.

6.1.4 Parameter setting.
We compare JoinSketch with the Fast-AGMS sketch [19] (F-AGMS
for short), the Count-Min sketch [35, 36], and the Skimmed sketch
[20]. We set the number of hashes 𝑑 = 3 by default, and all results
are averaged over 50 runs with different hash seeds. For the CAIDA
dataset, we set the threshold 𝑇 to 400 for both JoinSketch and
the Skimmed sketch. For the Zipf datasets, the threshold we set is
adjusted according to the distribution’s parameter 𝛼 .

6.2 Experiments on Accuracy
Impact of memory size (Figure 3): We evaluate the accuracy
of JoinSketch and its competitors. The memory allocated to these
algorithms ranges from 8KB to 128KB on each dataset. We find
that JoinSketch always achieves the best accuracy. The Count-Min
sketch needs more memory to work well, while in practice, we
don’t always have that much memory. The accuracy of the Fast-
AGMS sketch and the Skimmed sketch is comparable. Because
the separated frequent items are not accurate, the performance
of the Skimmed sketch is always inferior to JoinSketch, and even
sometimes inferior to the Fast-AGMS sketch. Compared to the
Skimmed sketch, the error of the frequent items found by JoinSketch
is so small that JoinSketch achieves the best performance. When the
memory is large enough, the average absolute error of JoinSketch
is up to 15× smaller than that of the Fast-AGMS sketch. On average,
JoinSketch is 10 times better than the Fast-AGMS sketch.

In addition to the CAIDA and the generated Zipf datasets, we
also conduct experiments on the TPC-DS dataset and MovieLens
dataset, which corresponds to the applications in database systems
and cosine similaritymentioned in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. These
two datasets are in the form of key-value pairs, where key is the data
item and the value is the frequency of the item. The experimental
results show that JoinSketch can still achieve good performance.
The TPC-DS dataset is a benchmark for database systems that has
a bit of skewness. Therefore, JoinSketch still performs well since
the frequent items are separated from the infrequent items. We use
the Movielens dataset to evaluate the performance of JoinSketch
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(b) AE on Zipf (𝛼 = 0.8).
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(c) AE on TPC-DS.
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(d) AE on MovieLens.

Figure 3: AE on various datasets.
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Figure 7: Throughput.

on cosine similarity estimation as in [30]. The dataset consists of
movie ratings on a 5-star scale, with half-star increments. As shown
in Figure 3(d), the absolute error of JoinSketch is small. This dataset
only has ratings from 0 to 5 in the vector, but even for such a dataset
with little skewness, JoinSketch still outperforms the Fast-AGMS
sketch and the Count-Min sketch. On these datasets, the Skimmed
sketch has almost no optimization effect.
Impact of dataset skewness (Figure 4): To simulate data with
different skewness, we conduct experiments on the datasets of
Zipf distribution with alpha ranging from 0.0 to 0.9. We fixed the
memory size of all algorithms to 80KB. We use RE instead of AE
because the true value of the inner-product changes as the alpha
changes. We find that as the skewness of the dataset increases, the
RE of each algorithm decreases. This is because of the nature of the
Zipf distribution. As alpha increases, the number of distinct items in
the data stream decreases, and the true value of the inner-product
increases considerably. Both of the above factors will lead to smaller
RE. From Figure 4, we can clearly see that JoinSketch achieves the
best accuracy. The higher the skewness of the dataset is, the greater
the advantage of JoinSketch is.
Impact of dataset correlations (Figure 5 and Figure 6): We
generate two Zipf datasets with 𝛼 = 0.8 and shift one of them
by different parameters between 0 and 300. The memory used
by the algorithms is fixed to 80KB and the accuracy is measured
with RE. The experimental results show that when the datasets
are less correlated, the accuracy of all algorithms becomes lower,
which indicates that the inner-product estimation becomes more
difficult. More shifting degrades the accuracy of JoinSketch because
when the intersection between the frequent items of two datasets is
small, the benefit of separating frequent items and infrequent items
is small. JoinSketch, however, always achieves the best accuracy
among competitors. We also study the impact of memory usage and
data correlations together. Figure 6 shows that more memory usage
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Figure 8: Impact of data arrival orders.

improves the accuracy of JoinSketch while the impact of dataset
correlations remains the same.
Impact of data arrival orders:We study the impact of data arrival
orders on JoinSketch because the data arrival skew will affect the
effectiveness of separating the frequent items for JoinSketch. As
shown in Figure 8, data arrival orders affect the performance of
JoinSketch. The random dataset is the worst case because many
instances of frequent items may be evicted to the infrequent part
before they grow frequent. JoinSketch achieves the best accuracy on
the ordered dataset because when the dataset is ordered, JoinSketch
can find frequent items efficiently. The accuracy of JoinSketch on
clustered and semi-ordered datasets is between the ordered and
random ones, which is consistent with how much ordered these
datasets are. More ordered datasets lead to better performance of
JoinSketch.

6.3 Experiments on Stability
An important indicator to measure the quality of an algorithm is
the variance because the algorithm with less variance leads to more
stability. We evaluate the variance of JoinSketch and its competitors
for 100 rounds on the CAIDA and Zipf datasets with fixed memory
of 80KB. The results are shown in Figure 9. From Figure 9(a) and
Figure 9(c), we can see that JoinSketch has a clear advantage on
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Figure 9: Experiments on stability.
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Figure 10: Accuracy of finding frequent items.

the variance. Besides the variance, Figure 9(b) and Figure 9(d) show
that JoinSketch also performs better than other algorithms in terms
of max, min, and median. Benefiting from separating the frequent
items, the stability of JoinSketch for inner-product estimation are
significantly better than other algorithms.

6.4 Experiments on Throughput
We evaluate the throughput of each algorithm on different datasets.
The operation of JoinSketch is more complex, so it generally takes
more time to insert an item than other algorithms. But with SIMD
optimization, JoinSketch can sometimes achieve better throughput.
As shown in Figure 7, we can see that JoinSketch, the Fast-AGMS
sketch, and the Count-Min sketch have comparable throughput. The
Skimmed sketch is not a one-pass algorithm, so we don’t compare
its throughput with other algorithms.

6.5 Experiments on Finding Frequent Items
Finding frequent items is a fundamental problem in data stream
processing. JoinSketch is not specific to this problem, but can re-
port frequent items approximately using the frequent part. We
conducted two experiments related to finding frequent items, and
the two experiments can also reflect the efficiency of our algorithm
on separating the frequent items and the infrequent items. First, we
query the frequency of the 500 most frequent items in the CAIDA
and Zipf (𝛼 = 0.8) datasets. As shown in Figure 10(a) and Fig-
ure 10(c), the ARE of JoinSketch is the smallest, which means that
JoinSketch performs very well in the frequency estimation of the
500 most frequent items. We then evaluate how many items of the
top 500 frequent items appear in the frequent part, and Figure 10(b)
and Figure 10(d) show that JoinSketch is very accurate in finding
the frequent items. In fact, when the memory is more than 30KB,
the precision can reach more than 90%, which means that most of
the frequent items are successfully classified into the frequent part.
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Figure 11: Frequency estimation.

6.6 Experiments on Frequency Estimation
Figure 11 shows the experimental results of frequency estimation
on CAIDA and Zipf (𝛼 = 0.8). The line of Ours-biased represents
the lookup operation which does not query an item in the infre-
quent part if it exists in the frequent part or the medium part.
JoinSketch outperforms the Count-Min sketch and the Fast-AGMS
sketch in terms of frequency estimation. The performance of JoinS-
ketch is nearly the same as JoinSketch-biased, which means that
few instances of frequent items are evicted to the infrequent part
compared with the instances recorded in the frequent part and the
medium part.

6.7 Experiments on Parameters
Impact of Threshold T (Figure 12(a)): JoinSketch needs to set
a threshold 𝑇 . It affects which items go into the frequent part. In
fact, threshold 𝑇 is strongly related to the skewness of the dataset.
Our goal is to filter out the frequent items in the dataset. On the
one hand, if the threshold 𝑇 is small, some infrequent items will be
considered as frequent items, which will downgrade the accuracy
of JoinSketch. On the other hand, if the threshold 𝑇 is set too large,
frequent items will be considered infrequent and the counters in the
medium part may overflow, which will also downgrade the accuracy
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Figure 12: Impact of different parameters of JoinSketch.

of JoinSketch. Figure 12(a) shows the results of JoinSketch on the
CAIDA dataset with threshold 𝑇 ranging from 100 to 1000. The
results are in line with the above discussion. When the threshold
is greater than 300, the difference is not big. This is because the
error of items with a frequency greater than 300 in the CAIDA
dataset entering the frequent part is relatively small. The reason
that there is no overflow caused by a large threshold is that the size
of the counter in the medium part is set to 10 bits in our algorithm
optimization. The threshold is less than 1024, and there will be no
overflow on the CAIDA dataset.
Impact of memory allocation (Figure 12(b)): The memory used
by JoinSketch is divided into three parts. The memory of the fre-
quent part should be positively related to the number of frequent
items, so it actually depends on the threshold𝑇 . Assuming the mem-
ory of frequent part is set according to the threshold𝑇 , we consider
only the size ratio of the medium part and the infrequent part.
We evaluate the performance of JoinSketch with Medium Part size

Total size
ranging from 1

8 to 7
8 on the CAIDA dataset. As shown in fig. 12(b),

we can find that when the memory of the medium part is small, the
error is large because the size of the medium part affects the effec-
tiveness of finding the frequent items. When the infrequent part is
too small, the error of the infrequent items due to hash collisions
can also lead to inaccurate estimation. Therefore, we should set a
moderate memory ratio of the medium part to the infrequent part.

7 RELATEDWORK
This section first discusses related work for the inner-product esti-
mation and the join size estimation and then presents algorithms for
finding frequent items and sketch algorithms designed for skewed
data streams.

7.1 Inner-product Estimation
There are three mainstream inner-product size estimation tech-
niques in the literature: histograms, sampling techniques, and sketches.

7.1.1 Histograms. Histograms[37–40] are common column statis-
tics that provide information about the data distribution of column
data in database. It divides the domain of an attribute into several
buckets and assumes a uniform distribution within each bucket.
7.1.2 Sampling Techniques. Sampling techniques[41] are widely
used in inner-product/join size estimation. The cross-product sam-
pling scheme[41] is believed to give the best estimation out of the
simple sampling schemes. However, sampling techniques are sen-
sitive to skewed and sparse data, while skewed data are common
in real scenarios. To address this drawback, researchers propose

Bifocal[42] sampling algorithm and End-biased[43] sampling algo-
rithm. Correlated sampling is proposed in [44], which is a part of
CS2 algorithm and [45] improved correlated sampling.
7.1.3 Sketches. Sketches [35, 36, 46] are especially appropriate for
the scenarios of data streams. There are several pieces of research
focusing on the inner-product estimation using sketches. The basic
AGMS sketch is first presented in [17, 18]. Dobra et al. [47, 48]
extends AGMS to multi-way join size estimation. The Fast-AGMS
sketch [19] preserves a matrix of basic AGMS counters to improve
accuracy and efficiency simultaneously and achieves the best perfor-
mance according to [27, 36]. The Skimmed sketch[20] and the Red
sketch [21] propose to estimate the inner-product by estimating the
inner-product of frequent items and infrequent items separately.
The Skimmed sketch first builds a Fast-AGMS sketch for a data
stream. Then it goes through the domain of the data stream to find
frequent items. The Skimmed sketch and the Red sketch need to go
through the domain of the data stream before estimating the inner-
product, which means these multi-pass techniques are not practical.
[28] extends the sketch-based method to join sketch estimation
subject to filters. [16] proposes an online query optimizer exclu-
sively based on sketches in a real database system and proposes to
reorganize arrays of counters into a matrix to support multi-way
join using the Fast-AGMS sketch. [29] introduces bound sketches
that provide theoretical upper bounds for cardinality estimation.

7.2 Finding Frequent Items
There are many solutions in finding frequent items, includingMisra-
Gries algorithm [49], Lossy counting [50], SpaceSaving [4], Unbi-
ased SpaceSaving [51], e.t.c. [5]. They report high accuracy for the
frequent items but report 0 for the infrequent items and are thus
not suitable for inner-product estimation.

7.3 Separating Frequent and Infrequent Items
Real data often obeys unbalanced data distribution such as Zipf [22,
23]. There are a number of sketch algorithms that record frequent
and infrequent items separately in the literature, such as ASketch
[25], ColdFilter [26], ElasticSketch [24], and so on [10, 52–57]. After
adjustment to the scenarios of inner-product, they can be applied
to estimate inner-product of data streams. However, the adjustment
may require a lot of hard work because these algorithms are not
particularly designed for inner-product estimation. Most of them
cannot provide an unbiased estimation.

8 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an algorithm called JoinSketch for inner-product
estimation. It can provide accurate, fast, and unbiased inner-product
estimation for data streams. By separating frequent and infrequent
items, JoinSketch improves the accuracy of inner-product estima-
tion, especially when the data is highly-skewed. We prove mathe-
matically the unbiasedness of inner-product estimation given by
JoinSketch and that it has lower variance than the prior art, Fast-
AGMS sketch. We conduct extensive experiments on various real-
world and synthetic datasets. Our experimental results show that
JoinSketch maintains unbiasedness, and the error is 10 times on
average smaller than the state-of-the-art on high-skewed datasets.
JoinSketch outperforms the state-of-the-art with respect to both
accuracy and stability.
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